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Abstract: With the measurement of a non-zero value of the θ13 neutrino mixing parameter, interest in neutrinos
as source of the baryon asymmetry of the universe has increased. Among the measurements of a rich and varied
program in near future neutrino physics is the determination of the mass hierarchy. In this paper we present the
status of a study into the feasibility of using the KM3NeT technology to this end. We present the studies into
optimisation of a detector in the required 5-10 GeV energy regime.
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1 Introduction
Recent measurements have shown that the third neutrino
mixing angle is not zero. The experiments Daya Bay [1],
Reno [2] and [3] all have reported values of sin22θ13 in the
neighbourhood of 0.1 with a deviation from zero of more
than 3σ . This has greatly enhanced the interest around the
world in the measurement of CP-violation in the lepton
sector. The values of the mixing angles are such that the
intrinsic size of CP-violation is much larger than that in
the quark sector, assuming of course that the CP-violating
phase is not equal to zero. This gives a possibility that the
CP violation in the lepton sector could be responsible for the
baryon asymmetry in the universe [4]. The neutrino mass
eigenstates are arranged such that two of the eigenstates
have very small mass squared difference, whereas the third
eigenstate lies at a more distant mass-squared difference.
Whether the two closely spaced eigenstates are less (normal
hierarchy) or more massive (inverted hierarchy) than the
third eigenstate is at present unknown and is an important
ingredient for future measurements of CP-violation in the
lepton sector.

Akhmedov et al. [5] pointed out that with a relatively
modest volume under-water (-ice) neutrino detectors might
be able to provide significant results for the neutrino mass
hierarchy without the need of a neutrino beam. The mass
eigenstates of neutrinos produced in the atmosphere that
pass through the earth are affected by the matter they pass
through. The large mass difference increases (decreases)
for normal (inverted) hierarchy. The expected oscillation
patterns are therefore modified depending on the amount of
matter they pass through.

In the following we have investigated the feasibility
of measuring the neutrino mass hierarchy in a neutrino
telescope in the Mediterranean Sea. We assume that the
technology is that of the future KM3NeT telescope but that
the distances between optical modules are reduced in order
to obtain sensitivity to the low energies needed for this
measurement.

2 Theoretical Considerations
We assume three families of neutrinos with interaction states
(νe,νµ ,ντ ) and mass eigenstates (ν1,ν2,ν3), related by the
mixing matrix

 νe
νµ

ντ

=U

 ν1
ν2
ν3

 (1)

In the Wolfenstein parameterisation with no CP violating
phase

U =

 c13c12 c13s12 s13
−c23s12− s13s23c12 c12c23− s13s23s12 c13s23
s23s12− s13c23c12 −c12s23− s13c23s12 c13c23


(2)

where si j and ci j are the sine and cosine respectively of
the mixing angle between state i and j. To describe the
propagation of the flavour eigenstate one has to define a
unitary transformation that describes the transformation of
the flavour eigenstates at time t=0 to the propagated mixed
flavour eigenstates at time t. The propagation in the flavour
basis is described by the Hamiltonian.

i
d
dt

ψ f = H f ψ f (3)

and likewise for the mass eigenstates

i
d
dt

ψm = Hmψm (4)

In vacuum the Hamiltonian in the mass basis has a diagonal
form.

Hm =

 E1 0 0
0 E2 0
0 0 E3

 (5)

Where Ei =
√

m2
i + p2. The solution to the equation in

the flavour basis can be formally written as a unitary
transformationU f (t) = e−iH f t . When the neutrinos travel
in vacuum this can be written as U f (t) = Ue−iHmtU−1

which has a complicated analytic solution. For instance the
survival probability for a νe can be written as follows

P(νe→ νe;L) =∣∣∣(U2
11eiδm2L/2E +U2

21e−iδm2L/2E
)

ei∆m2L/2E

+U2
31e−i∆m2L/2E

∣∣∣2 (6)

where we have defined δm2 as the small mass-squared
difference and ∆m2 as the large mass difference such that
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m2
1 = M2

0 − (∆m2)/2− (δm2)/2, m2
2 = M2

0 − (∆m2)/2 +

(δm2)/2 and m2
3 =M2

0 +(∆m2)/2 with M2
0 the point around

which the hierarchy inversion takes place. In principle M2
0 is

purely arbitrary and different choices can lead to somewhat
different results.

The MSW effect is the effect due to the different inter-
action cross section for different neutrino flavours as they
pass through matter. The νe has an interaction with elec-
trons in matter which is not present for νµ or ντ , namely
the t-channel exchange of a W-boson. (For the anti neutrino
the s-channel interaction with an intermediate W-boson has
a similar effect but enters the equations with opposite sign.)
This has the effect of adding an extra potential term to the
Hamiltonian. The term is diagonal in the flavour basis.

Vf =
√

2GF Ne

 1 0 0
0 0 0
0 0 0

 (7)

This has the effect that the total Hamiltonian is diagonal
neither in the flavour basis nor in the vacuum mass eigen-
state basis. Solving the Hamiltonian equation then involves
diagonalisation of:

H f =U

 E1 0 0
0 E2 0
0 0 E3

U−1+
√

2GF Ne

 1 0 0
0 0 0
0 0 0


(8)

The Hamiltonian equation then has the formal solution

U f (t) = e−iH f t (9)

This can be solved by using the Taylor expansion of the
exponential, by use of the Cayley–Hamilton formalism as
described in [6] or by explicit diagonalisation of H f as
performed in [7, 5].

Taking the central values of the oscillation parameters in
vacuum from [8] we have propagated the mass eigenstates
through the earth using for the density distribution in the
earth the PREM mode[9]. The survival and appearance
probabilities have be calculated for the different neutrino
species in both the normal and inverse hierarchy case.

Figure 1 shows the calculated survival probabilities for
muon and antimuon neutrinos as a function of energy for
several values of the zenith angle. The bands show the
uncertainty due to the present uncertainty in the mass
squared differences and the mixing angles. From these
figures it is clear that the survival probabilities for muon
neutrinos with normal hierarchy are the same as those for
muon antineutrinos with inverted hierarchy. Only because
the interaction cross section for the neutrinos in water is
different from that of the anti-neutrinos the effect will
survive. The largest effect is seen in the region of 5-10
GeV neutrino energy. It is also clear that the effects occur
in a relatively small energy band. It should be noted that
the oscillation patterns are superimposed on a steeply
falling flux distribution which combined with limited energy
resolution could wash out any measurable effect due to
migration.

3 Detector Considerations
The chosen technology for the KM3NeT detector is that
of Multi-PMT optical modules suspended from string like
structures held vertical by a buoy and anchored to the seabed
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Figure 1: The oscillation patterns for muons arriving
through the earth at the detector as a function of energy and
zenith angle. Left for muon neutrinos and right for muon
antineutrinos

with a dead-weight. In KM3NeT proper, the strings carry
18 modules that are spaced vertically by 40 m, whereas
the inter-string distance is 100 m. This yields an energy
threshold significantly above that required for the hierarchy
measurement. To reduce the energy threshold in the detector,
christened ORCA, both the vertical and the horizontal
spacing need to be reduced. Vertically this can essentially
be done at will whereas horizontally we are limited by the
deformation of the lines by the sea currents. For a line with 6
m vertical spacing and 20 modules the maximum deviation
at the top of the line is about 10 m. In addition the accuracy
with which a string can be placed on the sea bottom is from
Antares experience about 5 m[10]. We therefore assume
a 20 m distance is feasible. Anything smaller may be
possible but would require different deployment techniques.
The collaboration therefore decided to start the feasibility
study with a detector consisting of 1000 optical modules,
distributed, with 6 m spacing, over 50 strings placed in a
semi random pattern in a circular footprint (see figure 2).The
mean distance between strings is 20 m. The instrumented
volume is 1.8 106m3 (1.8 Mton).

4 Simulations
Monte Carlo simulations have been performed with code
adapted from that which was developed for Antares [11].
Most notably the multi-PMT optical module has been imple-
mented. Each neutrino is propagated to the detector where
an interaction is simulated in a volume surrounding the in-
strumented volume. The code used has been checked for
consistency against the GENIE Monte Carlo code. The gen-
erated interaction products are propagated through the wa-
ter using GEANT4. The Cerenkov light generated by the
charged particles are transported to the optical modules us-
ing flux tables based on a ray tracing simulation. The results
have been verified against code using explicit raytracing.
The events are generated in the energy range 1-100 GeV.
Wherever checks between different codes were done con-
sistent answers were obtained. Using these simulations we
have made the first order estimate of the sensitivity to the
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Figure	b:	Reconstructed	muon	energy	as	a	function	of	the	real	muon	energy.	The	red	band	is	the	1‐sigma	range	(16%	
to	84%	quantiles)	the	black	line	is	the	median	per	muon	energy	bin.	Only	events	with	the	reconstructed	vertex	
inside	the	instrumented	volume	are	considered.	

The neutrino (antineutrino) energy fraction that is carried out from the muon (antimuon) is about 
50% (70%) in the GeV energy range. To infer the neutrino energy is therefore necessary also an 
estimate of the energy deposited in the hadronic shower. 
At the moment further study are on-going to evaluate the energy of the hadronic shower in order to 
obtain the complete estimate of the neutrino energy.   
 

Official plots with reference detector 
The	reference	detector	consists	of	50	strings	(or	detection	units)	each	containing	20	optical	
modules	(DOM)	with	a	distance	of	6	m	between	the	DOMs.	The	optical	module	is	a	17	inch	
glass	sphere	containing	31	PMTs	with	a	diameter	of	3	inch.	The	positions	of	the	detection	
units	on	the	seabed	(the	so‐called	footprint)	have	a	distribution	roughly	circular	(see	fig.	c)	
and	the	average	distance	between	detection	units	is	20	m.	The	total	instrumented	volume	is	
about	1.75×106	m3.		
	

	
Figure	c:	Footprint	of	the	reference	detector.	

	
Figure 2: Positioning of the strings on the sea floor for the
detector used in the simulations

neutrino mass hierarchy. Requiring 15 causaly connected
hits and assuming an energy resolution of 25% and an an-
gular resolution of 15◦ the time required to achieve a 5σ

discovery is approximately 20 Mton years, leading to the
conclusionwith those resolution numbers that a detector of
at least 5 Mton will be required. Above 25% energy resolu-
tion the sensitivity deteriorates very rapidly.

5 Reconstruction
The resolution in angle and energy of the atmospheric neu-
trinos is a main issue in the development of reconstruction
code for the mass hierarchy measurement. At the low ener-
gies, with which we are dealing, many of the interactions
suffer significant energy loss in nuclear recoil and fission.
The nuclear fragments are typically not travelling at veloci-
ties above the Cherenkov threshold and therefore the energy
carried by these particles remains undetected. In addition
the small number of pions interact elastically and so do not
produce a genuine hadronic shower. This leads to system-
atic reduction of the measurable energy, and by the stochas-
tic nature of charged or neutral pion production to large
fluctuations. These effects lead to an intrinsic deterioration
of both the energy and angular resolution. The reconstruc-
tion has concentrated on the muon produced in a charged
current interaction of a muon neutrino, where the hope is
that the most significant result on the mass hierarchy can
be obtained. The method used is described in the contribu-
tion of A. Trovato[12] to this conference. It is based on a
algorithm that fits tracks with an a priori direction chosen
on a 3◦×3◦ grid. For each direction the fit is optimised in
several steps of likelihood fitting. The track with the overal
best likelihood is chosen. The presence of background hits
due 40K decays requires a further purification where the lo-
cal space-time coincidences on a single optical module can
be used as well as the directional sensitivity of the optical
modules. The finally fitted track and associated track qual-
ity parameter is output. The cut on the track quality allows
for optimisation of the signal statistics over background.
Figure 3 shows the median angular resolution as a function
of the energy. In the relevant energy range the resolution
remains below 15◦ and improves with energy. Almost the

	
Figure	e:	Effective	masses	calculated	with	the	same	quality	cut	showed	in	Fig.	f.	Only	events	reconstructed	as	upgoing	
and	with	the	reconstructed	vertex	inside	the	instrumented	volume	are	considered.	The	blue	dashed	line	indicates	
the	mass	of	the	instrumented	volume.	

	
Figure	f:	Median	of	the	difference	between	the	true	neutrino	zenith	angle	and	the	reconstructed	zenith	angle	
calculated	for	all	the	reconstructed	events	and	adding	a	quality	cuts	to	reduce	the	median	at	low	energy.	For	
reference,	the	median	of	the	difference	between	the	true	neutrino	zenith	angle	and	the	true	muon	zenith	angle	is	
showed	(blue	dots).		Only	events	reconstructed	as	upgoing	and	with	the	reconstructed	vertex	inside	the	
instrumented	volume	are	considered.	
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Figure 3: Median of the difference between the true neu-
trino zenith angle and the reconstructed zenith angle calcu-
lated for all the reconstructed events and adding a quality
cuts to reduce the median at low energy. For reference, the
median of the difference between the true neutrino zenith
angle and the true muon zenith angle is shown (blue dots).
Only events reconstructed as upgoing and with the recon-
structed vertex inside the instrumented volume are consid-
ered..

entire resolution can be attributed to the intrinsic neutrino
to muon scattering angle.

The energy of the reconstructed muon is determined
from its range, using the fact that in seawater the ”minimum
ionising” energy loss is 240 MeV/m. The tracklength is
determined by projecting the detected photons back to the
track using the Cherenkov angle. The range is then defined
as the distance between the position of the first and last
projected photon on the track. In the presence of photons
created by other particles produced at the vertex, which may
travel backwards, and 40K background, the determination
of these ”extreme” photons needs secure algorithms. The
hits arround the estimated start of the track are fitted to a
hypothesis of originating from a single point (bright point).
Figure 4 shows the corellation between the reconstructed
and the generated muon energy, as a function of energy. At

	
Figure	b:	Reconstructed	muon	energy	as	a	function	of	the	real	muon	energy.	The	red	band	is	the	1‐sigma	range	(16%	
to	84%	quantiles)	the	black	line	is	the	median	per	muon	energy	bin.	Only	events	with	the	reconstructed	vertex	
inside	the	instrumented	volume	are	considered.	

The neutrino (antineutrino) energy fraction that is carried out from the muon (antimuon) is about 
50% (70%) in the GeV energy range. To infer the neutrino energy is therefore necessary also an 
estimate of the energy deposited in the hadronic shower. 
At the moment further study are on-going to evaluate the energy of the hadronic shower in order to 
obtain the complete estimate of the neutrino energy.   
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Figure	c:	Footprint	of	the	reference	detector.	

	

Figure 4: Reconstructed muon energy versus generated
muon energy as a function of the muon energy. The band
indicates the 1σ deviation and the drawn line gives for each
bin the median value.

the lowest energies the median of the reconstructed energy
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Figure	e:	Effective	masses	calculated	with	the	same	quality	cut	showed	in	Fig.	f.	Only	events	reconstructed	as	upgoing	
and	with	the	reconstructed	vertex	inside	the	instrumented	volume	are	considered.	The	blue	dashed	line	indicates	
the	mass	of	the	instrumented	volume.	

	
Figure	f:	Median	of	the	difference	between	the	true	neutrino	zenith	angle	and	the	reconstructed	zenith	angle	
calculated	for	all	the	reconstructed	events	and	adding	a	quality	cuts	to	reduce	the	median	at	low	energy.	For	
reference,	the	median	of	the	difference	between	the	true	neutrino	zenith	angle	and	the	true	muon	zenith	angle	is	
showed	(blue	dots).		Only	events	reconstructed	as	upgoing	and	with	the	reconstructed	vertex	inside	the	
instrumented	volume	are	considered.	
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Figure 5: Effective masses for events reconstructed as up-
going and with the reconstructed vertex inside the instru-
mented volume. The blue dashed line indicates the mass of
the instrumented volume.

behaves linearly as a function of the generated energy.
Above around 15 GeV the reconstructed energy remains
constant with growing energy. This reflects the limited
size of the detector, leading to incomplete tracklength
determination. The events selected for this figure are semi-
contained with the vertex required to be inside the detector
but the track is allowed to end outside the instrumented
volume. In the region below 10 GeV where most tracks
are contained the typical 1σ energy resolution is around
30%×E. The reconstructed effective volume is given in
figure 5 and shows that at about 6 GeV the reconstruction
volume saturates at a value of a few percent above the
instrumented volume.

6 Conclusion
We are investigating the feasibility of determining the neu-
trino hierarchy using the KM3NeT technology. The detec-
tor should be of the order of 5 Mtons in volume to have any
chance of achieving a discovery limit of 5σ within about 5
years of data taking. This requires a detector consisting of
2000 to 2500 optical modules. Simulations with a detector
of 1000 optical modules have shown promising results on
energy and angular resolution. We have not yet however
reached the required 20-25% in energy. Further investiga-
tions into different (denser) detector configurations and op-
timisations of the energy reconstruction, including the en-
ergy of the hadronic shower, are proceeding.
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